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ABSTRACT

Background: High Fidelity Simulation (HFS) is used as an environment for research and education into clinical judgement
in nursing with positive results. Nursing actions are important aspects of clinical judgement. Observing nursing actions could
provide an opportunity to identify the characteristics of clinical judgement. Therefore, the environment of HFS was chosen for
this research as an observational tool.
Aim: The aim of this paper is to discuss the advantages and disadvantages of using HFS as an environment for the research in
aligning the nursing actions of undergraduate nurses to characteristics of clinical judgement.
Methods: The study discussed in this paper was conducted in a simulation laboratory housing an HFS manikin within a large
Australian university. The study used a descriptive research design with 18 undergraduate nurses agreeing to participate.
Results: The major advantage of using HFS was that it provided a real time and safe platform to determine the nursing actions
enacted which represented the characteristics of clinical judgement. The major disadvantage in our research was that only one
person was available to conduct the research. It is also time consuming to both create an authentic scenario as well as preparation
prior to conducting a simulation session.
Conclusions: HFS provided an ideal environment to observe the actions of undergraduate student nurses and aligning these
actions to the characteristics of clinical judgement.
Implications: In using HFS for research the availability of participants needs to be negotiated. Individual rather than group
assessment will provide clearer identification of needs of students to be developed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Failure to identify fluctuations in the patient’s condition re-
mains a problem within the healthcare sector.[1] While the
reasons are complex and overlapping, a nurse’s clinical judge-
ment is accepted in the literature as being an important com-

ponent in identifying these early fluctuations in the patient’s
condition.[2, 3] Clinical judgement is extensively critiqued
in the literature and nurses have been found to not always
display appropriate clinical judgement in practice.[4–8]

Clinical judgement in nursing is defined as the gathering of
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patient details, the interpretation of these, making an assump-
tion related to the details collected, responding by nursing ac-
tions and reflecting on and evaluating the patient’s responses
to these actions.[9–12] Therefore, nursing actions are con-
sidered to be an important component of making a clinical
judgement. The resultant nursing actions are also dependent
on the expertise of the individual’s clinical judgement.[13]

The characteristics of clinical judgement have been de-
scribed by several authors such as Standing,[14] Tanner,[15]

Lasater[11] and Alfaro-LeFevre.[16] Jacobs, Wilkes[17] re-
viewed definitions of clinical judgement and identified the
following 12 common characteristics: “context dependent”,
“theoretical knowledge”, experiential knowledge”, “practical
knowledge”, “collection of data/Interpretation of patient’s
needs/prioritizing data”, “culminates in a clinical decision”,
“essential for safe patient/client care”, “systematic process”,
“pattern recognition and synthesis”, “reflective”, “evaluation
of choices made” and “culminates in a management plan”.
Nursing actions are an integral component of clinical judge-
ment, yet there is a lack of research relating specific nursing
actions to characteristics. The aim of this paper is to discuss
the advantages and disadvantages of using HFS as an envi-
ronment for the research in aligning the nursing actions of
undergraduate nurses to characteristics of clinical judgement.

2. METHODS

Our research utilised a descriptive research design which
involved observation of nursing actions individual under-
graduate nurses take when caring for a patient experiencing
respiratory difficulties. The participants were student nurses
early in the semester of their second or third semester of
a six-semester undergraduate nursing program. Eighteen
undergraduate nurses agreed to participate in the research.

The research setting was a large nursing school within a multi
campus Australian University which has a diverse student
cohort. Research data was collected in a nursing laboratory
across three campuses within a designated simulation area.
This area consists of two rooms one of which houses a high-
fidelity manikin (Laerdal R© SimMan) designed to mirror a
single room environment in the clinical setting. The adjoin-
ing room contain the controls to operate the manikin and
provided an area to observe the actions of the participants
via a window.

All participants had successfully completed a basic anatomy
and physiology subject six months after commencement of
their nursing program. All the participants as part of their
program had been educated to obtain vital signs, and the
initial assessment of a patient experiencing respiratory diffi-
culties using simulation. While simulation had been utilised

in the clinical laboratories this was mainly restricted to low fi-
delity simulation and therefore the participants had not been
exposed to high-fidelity simulation. Participants had not
been educated in the pathophysiology related to respiratory
disorders prior to the simulation session.

The research used a HFS scenario of a patient experienc-
ing respiratory distress which provided an opportunity for
researchers to observe the actions the participants took that
characterise clinical judgement. A patient with COPD was
chosen as these patients often experience significant exacer-
bation of respiratory distress. The aim of the scenario session
was for participants to perform a preliminary respiratory as-
sessment according to the ABC algorithm.[18]

During the participants pre-briefing session (before the simu-
lation activity), a multiple-choice questionnaire was adminis-
tered to determine participants level of theoretical knowledge
related to respiratory distress. The questionnaire was admin-
istered as knowledge is considered a characteristic of clinical
judgement[15, 19] and in the definition used in this research.[17]

Nursing actions of the participants were observed during the
HFS activity. Following the debriefing session, alignment
to the characteristics of clinical judgement was conducted
using a checklist (see Table 1).

2.1 Ethics
Before the collection of data approval from the University’s
Human Research Ethics Committee was obtained. The re-
search complied with the Australian National Health and
Medical Research Council [NHRMC, 2018] guidelines for
ethical conduct of research.

3. THE USE OF HFS
Simulation is the creation of an event, situation or environ-
ment that replicates what participants encounter in the clin-
ical setting.[20–22] High Fidelity Simulation is a technique
which utilises a manikin to mimic characteristics of humans.
The manikin has programmable software, with the capacity
to replicate physiological parameters (such as breathing) and
can be programmed to respond to nursing actions without
a delay.[23] The focus for this research was the observable
nursing actions performed by participants responding to the
patients’ needs that reflected the characteristics of clinical
judgement.

There are three phases to HFS that provide a robust and
effective simulation experience, and can engage the partici-
pants on an emotional, cognitive and psychomotor level.[24]

The initial phase consists of a pre-briefing/briefing session
which introduces and provides an outline of what is expected
from participants during the scenario is presented. The major
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purpose of this phase is to prepare participants, enhance par-
ticipation, facilitates effectiveness of the simulation session
and reduce participant anxiety.[25–27] In order to provide the
context for the research participants were provided with a
set of patient notes which included the current status of the
patient, patient history, nursing report and relevant patient
charts such as observation and medication charts.

Objectives for the HFS session were provided to the partic-
ipants, based on the initial assessment of the patient expe-

riencing respiratory difficulties, gathering of patient details
and the response of the participants to the data collected. The
participants were given time to orientate themselves to the en-
vironment and the equipment and were instructed to indicate
to the researcher when they were ready to start the session.
During the “pre-briefing session” a multiple-choice ques-
tionnaire (MCQ) was administered to establish participants’
theoretical knowledge (a characteristic of clinical judgement)
related to a patient experiencing respiratory distress.

Table 1. The phases of HFS and the alignment of nursing actions to characteristics of clinical judgement
 

 

Stages of HFS Characteristic of CJ Nursing action completed by the participants 

Pre-brief  Context 

 Knowledge (Theory, Experiential, Practice) 

Reading of patient notes and relevant paperwork 

Completion of MCQ  

Simulation session  Observation of actions 

 Collection of data/Interpretation of patient’s 

needs/prioritizing data 

 Culminates in a clinical decision 

 Safe patient/client care 

 Systematic process 

 Pattern recognition 

 Reflection-in-action 

 

Observation of the following: 

 Did participants follow the ABC algorithm by 

 Checking airway 

 Breathing 

 Circulation 

 

Obtaining vital signs – oxygen saturation, measurement of BP 

Respiratory rate – depth and rate of breathing, patient’s colour 

 

Also, observation for outcomes:  

 Did the participants respond to the patient’s initial statement of 

having difficulty breathing? 

o Positioning patient 

o Administering oxygen 

 Reflection-in-action-reassessment of the oxygen saturation and 

then increasing oxygen flow rate when saturations remained 

low 

Debriefing Reflection 

 Evaluation of choices made 

 Culminates in a management plan 

 Systematic process 

 Pattern recognition & synthesis 

 

 

 Post interview debriefing 

 Discussion of the use of ABC algorithm 

 Were they able to identify patterns in the patients’ presentation 

 Were they able to identify a nursing management plan for the 

patient 

 Did they follow a systematic process? 

 Reflection-on-action – demonstrated during the interviews 

 

The MCQ test revealed that participants were able to recog-
nise abnormal signs and symptoms but did not select the
most appropriate responses to questions relating to evalua-
tion of care given or linking the underlying pathophysiology
to the signs and symptoms. These responses were to be ex-
pected, as students had not been exposed to theory relating
to a specific respiratory condition before the MCQ tests.

The second phase “the simulation activity” was guided by
the ABC (Airway, Breathing, Circulation) algorithm which
is the international standard of care for patients’ experiencing
respiratory difficulties and is widely utilized.[18] Participants’
nursing action following their initial assessment using the

ABC algorithm were observed and recorded using a check-
list to identify if any characteristics of clinical judgement
were missing (see Table 1). The software associated with the
Laerdal R© SimMan also produced a log of when actions were
being performed which assisted the observer to sequence
their actions.

The third phase, “the debriefing session”, is emphasised in
the literature as an important component of simulation-based
training.[28–31] The focus of debriefing is aligning the objec-
tives of the session and the of expected goals to determine
if the aims for the simulation have been met.[32] During the
debriefing session participants’ nursing actions and the char-
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acteristics of clinical judgement (see Table 1) were explored
and analysed. Characteristics included participants evaluat-
ing the nursing actions they made, discussing the data they
collected, reasons that guided their actions, identifying any
gaps in their knowledge for further study as well as reinforc-
ing their knowledge after the simulation session. Feedback
was provided by the researcher, encouraging the participants
to integrate their experiences through guided reflection us-
ing the Gibbs reflective cycle.[33] The participants had been
exposed to the Gibbs reflective cycle as it has been used ex-
tensively in their undergraduate nursing program. The Gibbs
reflective tool is a cyclical process which assist participants
to incorporate the experience.

4. REFLECTIONS ON USING HFS
Personal reflection of the researchers using HFS as the con-
text for our research identified several advantages and dis-
advantages that were encountered in using this technology.
These will be discussed in depth below.

4.1 Advantages
One of the major advantages for the use of HFS in our re-
search was that identified characteristics of clinical judge-
ment could be observed in the nursing actions undertaken
during the three phases of HFS. As clinical judgement is
difficult to observe and measure the identification of the
characteristics will make it easier to describe and ultimately
observe. It is important to identify nursing actions that relate
specifically to the characteristics of clinical judgement before
coming to any conclusions associated with the development
thereof.

Another advantage of using HFS in our research was that
it more closely resembles real life situations with the use
of the programmed manikin allowing a real time-response
from the participant in a replicated clinical environment. The
scenario also added to the realism as it was developed by the
principal researcher who was an expert respiratory intensive
care nurse. The scenario related to COPD as these patients
have significant episodes of respiratory distress. Using a real-
istic and safe environment allows participants to practise the
nursing actions associated with clinical judgement without
compromising the patient’s safety. This enhances the ability
to exercise clinical judgement in real-time in a clinical situa-
tion. HFS also allows focused and repetitive practice which
is associated with improved outcomes for participants.[34]

Another advantage in using HFS is that the environment
is controlled, minimising interruptions and allowing partic-
ipants to concentrate on the activity. In our research the
controlled setting also allowed the researcher to concentrate
on observing the individual participant’s clinical judgement.

While this might not be representative of the numerous de-
mands on nurses in clinical practice our research sought to
identify if the participants exhibited the characteristics of
clinical judgment in relation to the clinical scenario.

A further advantage in using the Laerdal R© SimMan is a
digital log that enabled the recording of the time taken to
commence and to sequence the nursing actions undertaken.
The data was utilised during the debriefing session in the
post simulation activity.

4.2 Disadvantages
From a perspective of our research HFS provided few dis-
advantages. In our research a major issue was recruitment
as the participants’ nursing school did not allow for the col-
lection of data during normal curriculum time resulting in
low participant numbers. Participants appeared reluctant to
participate as it was not timetabled into the nursing program.
This was despite flyers promoting the research posted for two
semesters in all areas that potential participants had access to.
Researchers in other studies relating to the effect of HFS on
clinical judgement have collected data during normal class
times.[23, 31, 35, 36]

The use of HFS is time consuming for both students and re-
searcher. Conducting the research on individual participants
was time consuming both in data collection and preparation
time for each participant. Time was also spent to formulate
and test the scenario prior to its use. The simulation ses-
sion also needed to be structured when the equipment was
available outside of class times.

HFS involves complex equipment and unexpected technical
issues can interrupt participant performance and influence
the reality of the scenario. For example, a disconnection
between the manikin and the computer program after the
scenario has commenced requires the scenario to be restarted
which could impact on the participant’s performance. While
this did not occur in our research it has been experienced
by the researcher in other simulation sessions. Also, staff
expertise is required to troubleshoot any technical problems
that may arise. Videoing participants have been used in other
studies and has shown to be valuable,[37, 38] however this was
not available for our research as technical problems related
to the cameras were experienced. On reflection it would been
beneficial to have two observers to verify observations.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The use of HFS in our research proved to be a valuable
environment to observe the nursing actions related to the
characteristics of clinical judgement enacted by the partic-
ipants when caring for a patient experiencing respiratory
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difficulties. In developing the scenario for HFS it is impor-
tant to identify the characteristics of clinical judgement and
the associated actions for each of the three phases. HFS can
also be used to determine if the participants’ actions and the
characteristics of clinical judgement improve over time.

While there are disadvantages to the use HFS as a research
environment it is valuable in observing nursing actions and
their alignment to the characteristics of clinical judgement. It

provides a situation to assess participants’ clinical judgement
in a representative clinical environment without compromis-
ing patient safety. HFS is however, expensive in researcher’s
time both in conducting the scenario and recruiting individ-
ual participants. To use HFS as an environment for research
it is important that there are at least two observers.
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